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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem 
u'(t) = f(t, u(t)), t e I = [0, T], (1) 
u(O) = u(T), 
T > 0, f : I x R - -~ R continuous, and assume the existence of two functions c~,~ E CI(I) such 
that 
a'(t) <_ f(t,a(t)), t E I, a(O) <_ a(T) 
and 
~'(t) >_ f(t,~(t)), t E I, ~(0) > B(T). 
Then it is well known [1] that c~ <_ ~ implies that there exists u E CI(I) solution of the problem (1) 
with a < u < ~. In addition, if a one-sided Lipschitz condition is verified, that is, there exists 
M >_ 0 such that 
f ( t ,u ) - f ( t ,v )>_ -M(u-v ) ,  V tE I ,  u, veR,  a(t) <v<u<3( t ) ,  
then one can apply the monotone iterative technique [1] to obtain monotone sequences that 
approximate the extremal solutions of (1) on [a, l~]. 
In this paper, we shall study the existence of solutions of the more general functional differential 
equation 
u'(t) = g(t, u(t), u(O(t))), t E I, 
u(O) = u(T), (2) 
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with g : I x R 2 , R continuous, and 0 : I ) R continuous, verifying 
0 <_ O(t) <_ t, t • I. (3) 
Note that if O(t) = t, t • I, taking f ( t ,  x) = g(t, x, x), we obtain problem (1). 
Moreover, problem (2) includes, for instance, the following class of retarded ifferential equa- 
tions: 
u'(t) = I ( t ,  u(t),  u(t  - r)), t • I, 
u(O) = u(T) ,  
u(t) = u(0), t • [ - r ,  01, 
just by considering 
t - r ,  i f t>r ,  
o(t) = 
0, if t < r. 
In this paper, we extend and improve some of the results of [1-3] for (1) to the functional 
differential equation (2). 
We start our study by establishing, in Section 2, some results that will be useful ater and then 
proving a maximum principle (Section 3). In Section 4, we introduce a new concept of upper and 
lower solutions and show the validity of the upper and lower solutions method. The monotone 
iterative technique is developed in the last part of the paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We first consider the linear problem 
u'(t) + Mu( t )  + Nu(O(t))  = a(t),  t E I, 
where a E C(I ) .  For the linear case M ~ 0, N = 0 (corresponding to equation (1)), both the 
initial and the periodic boundary problem have a unique solution. 
We recall that for any a E C(I) ,  there exists a unique solution of the following linear periodic 
boundary value problem: * 
u'(t) + Mu( t )  = a(t) ,  
u(O) = u(T) ,  
tE I ,  
given by 
Here 
~o T u(t) = G(t, s)a(s) ds, t E _r. (4) 
e_M(t_s) 
G(t, s) = 1 - e -TM'  0 < s < t < T, 
e-M(T+t-s) 
I _e_TM , O<_t<s<_T .  
For the solution operator L : C( I )  --* C( I ) ,  a --* La  = u given by (4), we have that 
I T 1 IILI[ < sup G(t, s) ds -- - - .  
- -  tel Jo M 
In order to study (2), we consider N ~ 0. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let M > O, N > O, and 0 : I . ,  I continuous, verifying that 
0 < e(t) < t, t • I. 
Then, the problem 
u'(t) + Mu(t)  + Nu(O(t)) = a(t), t e I, 
(s) 
u(o) = uo 
has a unique solution for each Uo E R. In addition, the solution has continuous dependence on a 
and on the initial condition Uo. 
PROOF. Let E = C(I),  p > O, and consider the following norm on E: 
II IIp:E ,~,+, 
u " I lu lh , - -  sup lu( t ) le -P~.  
tEI  
This norm is equivalent to the usual supremum norm. 
Define the operator 
A:E  > E, 
u , Au,  
[Au](t)  = uo + [a(s) - Mu(s )  - Nu(O(s) ) l  ds, tE I .  
The solutions of (5) are fixed points of A, and, reciprocally, any fixed point of A is a solution of 
the linear problem (5). 
For u, w e E, we have the following estimates: 
I lAu - Awlla = sup I (Au)(t)  - (Aw) ( t )  I e -p t  
tEI 
= suptei Joft[-Mu(s) - Nu(O(s)) + Mw(s)  + Nw(O(s))] ds e -pt 
-< supMf*  for lU(S) -- w(s)[e -or ds + N [u(O(s)) - w(O(s))[e -or ds 
$EI do 
/o /o < sup Ml Iu  - wllo e -° ( t -8)  ds + N l lu  - wlIo e -°( t -°(8))  ds tEI 
< sup Ml lu  - wlto e - ° ( t -8)  as + N l lu  - wllp e - ° ( t - s )  ds 
tEI 
Z = sup(M + N) e -p(t-s) ds Ilu - wllo tEI 
e-Pt 
= (M + N)sup (e at - 1)llu - wilo 
tEI p 
_< M +___~N (1 - e -pT)  ]]u - Wll O . 
P 
Now, we can find Po > 0 such that 
(1 - e - ' r )  < 1, p ~ po, 
M+N 
since 
l im +- - - - -2 -  N ( i  - e = O. 
p---)oo p 
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Taking p > 0, with that condition p _> P0, we have that A is a contraction and it has exactly one 
fixed point on E. 
To prove the continuous dependence, we define the operator 
v i i i )  ) C(I) x R, 
u ~ (u' + Mu + Nu(O), u(0)), 
where Ilul[c,(I) = suptei [u(t)l + suPte I lu'(t)l. We have just shown that this is a linear and 
bounded operator and one-to-one and onto. Hence, by the open mapping theorem, the inverse 
is also a linear and bounded operator which gives precisely the continuous dependence of the 
solution on (a, u0). 
3. COMPARISON RESULTS 
Relative to the linear problem (5), we have the following maximum principle. 
what follows, we assume (3). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u • C1(1), M > O, N >_ O, such that 
(i) u'(t) + Mu(t )  + Nu(O(t)) <_ O, t • I, 
(ii) u(0) < u(T), 
(iii) NTe MT < 1. 
Then u < 0 on I. 
PROOF. If u > 0 on I, then 
Of course, in 
u'(t) N -Mu( t )  - Nu(O(t)), t • I, 
implies that u is nonincreasing on I. Hence, u is constant on I since u(0) _< u(T) and u = 0 on I. 
Now, if the conclusion of the theorem is false, then there exist tl, t2 • I such that 
U(tl) = maxu(t) > 0 
tEI (6) 
and 
Set v(t) = eMtu(t), t • [0, T]. Hence, 
u(t2) < o. 
v(tl) = eMtlu(t l )  > O, v(t2) = eMt2u(t2) < O, 
and 
v'(t) = MeMtu(t)  + eMtu'(t). 
Multiplying by e Mt both sides of the inequality in (i), we have 
u'(t)e Mt + u( t )Me Mt + u(O(t))Ne Mt <_ O, 
Using (7) and (8), we get 
v'(t) <_ --NeMtu(O(t)), 
Now we shall distinguish two cases. 
CASE 1. If v(T) >_ 0 (and therefore u(T) > 0), then 
(7) 
t • I. (8) 
t e s. (9) 
v(0) = eM°u(0) = u(O) < u(T )  < eMru(T) = v(T) .  
J 
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Let ~ • [0, T) be such that v(~) = mintel v(t) < 0. By the mean value theorem, we know the 
existence of # • (~, T) with 
v(T) - v(() = v'(#)(T - ~). (10) 
From (9) and (10), we obtain 
-v(~) <_ v(T) - v(~) 
= - 
<<_ -NeMpu(O(#) )(T - ~) 
= --geM"e-M°(')v(O(#))(T -- ~) 
< --NeMPe-Me(P)V(~)(T -- ~) 
and 
1 < NeM(~-°(u))(T - ~) <_ NTe  M(t'-°(t')) < NTe  MT, 
which contradicts (iii). 
CASE 2. v(T) < 0 (therefore u(T) < 0 and v(0) = u(0) _< u(T) < 0). We have that v(tl) > O. 
Then, there exists ta e (0, T), v(t3) : 0. Let ( 6 [0, t3) with v(() : minte[0,t3] v(t) < 0. By the 
mean value theorem, there exists bl e ((, t3) with 
V(t3) -- V(~) = v ' (b l ) ( t  3 - ~). (11) 
Combining (9) and (10), we get 
-v ( ( )  = v ( t3 )  - v ( ( )  
< -Ne  Mb' u(0(bl)) (t3 - () : -Ne  Mb' e- MO(bl )V(~ (bl)) (t3 - () 
<_ --NeM(b~-O(b~))V(()(t3 _ ~) <_ --NeM(bl-°(b~))v(()T. 
Therefore, 1 < YTe  M(bl-O(bl)) < NTe  MT, which is again a contradiction. 
Hence, (6) is impossible and u < 0 on I. 
A similar result was proved in [4] under the condition 
(M + N)T  < 1. 
Our estimate is better since 
1 _ -MT l ~e > ~-M,  for anyM>0.  
For N = 0, Condition (iii) is trivially satisfied and Theorem 3.1 generalizes a classical compar- 
ison theorem (see, for instance, [1, Lemma 1.2.2]). If u(0) > u(T), then the result is not valid in 
general (even for N = 0) and one has to require a stronger inequality. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let u E Cl( I ) ,  M > O, N > O, u(O) > u(T), and NTe  MT <_ 1. If 
u'(t) + Mu(t) + Yu(O(t)) + Mt  + NO(t) + 1 T [u(0) - u(T)] < 0, t e I, 
then u(t) < O, t E I. 
PROOF. We consider the function v(t) = u(t) + (t/T)(u(O) - u(T)). Thus, v c C1(I) and 
v'(t) + My(t)  + Yv(O(t)) = u'(t) + Mu(t) + Nu(O(t)) + Mt  + NO(t) + 1 T (u(0) - u(T)) < 0 
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and 
v(O) = u(O) = u(T)  + u(O) - u(T)  = v(T).  
Then, using Theorem 3.1, we have v < 0 on I. Now, from 
> v(t) = u(t) + ;(u(O) - u(T))  > u(t), 0 
we conclude that u < 0 on I. 
If N = O, we obtain the following particular case. 
COROLLARY 1. Let u 6 C l(I), M > 0, u(0) > u(T),  and 
u'(t) + Mu( t )  + a(t) < O, t 6 I, 
where a(t) = cot + O, co = (M/T)(u(O) - u(T)),  Cl = (1/T)(u(O) - u(T)) .  Then u <_ 0 on I. 
This coincides with Lemma 1.1 in [3]. Moreover, the point (co, cl) of this result is precisely the 
point C in Theorem 2.2 [2]. 
4. UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS 
In view of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we define the following concepts. We say that a 6 CI ( I )  is 
a lower solution of (2) if 
a'(t) <_ g(t, a(t),  (~(O(t))) - a(t), t 6 I,  
where 
0, 
a(t) = Mt  + NS(t)  + 1 
T (a(0) - a(T)) ,  
Similarly, we say that fl 6 C1(I) is an upper solution of (2) if 
where 
if a(0) < a(T), 
if a(0) > a(T). 
0, if fl(0) _> fl(T), 
b(t) = Mt  + NO(t) + 1 (fl(T) - fl(0)), if fl(0) < fl(T). 
T 
In order to show the validity of the upper and lower solution method, we first give an existence 
and uniqueness result for a periodic linear problem. It is valid even if we do not know the 
existence of lower and upper solutions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a 6 C( I )  and 0 <_ N < M.  Then the problem 
has a unique solution. 
PROOF. Define the operator 
u'(t) + Mu( t )  + Nu(O(t)) = a(t), 
u(O) = u(T) 
t6 I ,  
[Bv](t) = fo r 
B:  C(I) --, CU), 
v ~ By,  
G(t, s)[a(s) - gv(O(s))] ds, 
(12) 
tEL  
~'(t) ~_g(t,~(t),~(O(t)))+b(t), teZ, 
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Thus, the set of solutions of (12) coincides with the set of fixed points of B. For v, w E C(I) ,  we 
have that 
[iBv _ Swll < N sup Iv(O(t)) - w(O(t)) I, 
since f [  G(t, s) ds = 1/M. Hence, 
IIBv - Bwll  <_ NI Iv  - wll, 
and B is a contraction since 0 < N < M. Therefore, B has a unique fixed point and (12) a 
unique solution. 
THEOREM 4.2. UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS METHOD. Let g : I x N 2 ~ IR continuous, 
satisfying the following conditions. 
(Hi) There exist a, fi • (71(I) lower and upper solutions of problem (2), respectively, with 
a< f lon I .  
(H2) For M, N >_ 0 given in (Hi), we have that 
and 
g(t, u, x) - g(t, a( t ) ,  a(O(t)))  > -M(u  - a( t ) )  - N (x  - a(O(t))) ,  
t • z, ~(t)  <_ u <_ ~(t) ,  a(o( t ) )  <_ z <_ ~(o(t))  
9(t, ~(t) ,  ~(O(t) ) ) - 9(t, u, x) >_ -M( f l ( t )  - u) - N(~(8( t )  ) - x), 
t • Z, ~(t)  <_ u <_ ~(t) ,  ~(O(t)) <_ x <_ ~(O(t)). 
(H3) NTe MT <_ 1. 
(H4) N < M. 
Then, there exists a solution u of problem (2) such that a < u < 13 on I. 
PROOF. We consider the following modified problem: 
u'(t) + Mu(t)  + Nu(O(t)) = Fu(t), t E I, 
u(O) = u(T), 
where 
(13) 
F~(t) = g(t,p(t, u(t)),p(O(t), u(O(t)))) + Mp(t,u(t))  + Np(O(t), u(O(t))), 
{ /~(t), i f  u > ~(t ) ,  p(t, u) = max{a(t),  rain{u, fl(t)}} = u, if a(t)  < u __% fl(t), 
a(t), i fu  < a(t). 
If u E C 1 (I) is such that a < u </3 on I ,  then u is a solution of (2) if and only if u is a solution 
of (13). We shall show that problem (13) is solvable and that every solution of (13) satisfies 
a _< u _< /3 on I.  Indeed, consider u E C1(I) solution of (13). We now show that a _< u. Let 
m = a - u E C 1 (I). We distinguish two cases. 
CASE 1. a(0) < a(T).  Hence, m(0) = a (0) -  u(0) < a(T) -  u(T) = re(T) and from (H1) 
and (H2), we obtain that 
m'(t) + Mm(t )  + Yra(O(t)) = a'(t) + Ma(t )  + Na(O(t)) - u'(t) - Mu(t)  - Nu(O(t)) 
< g(t,a(t),a(O(t))) + Ma(t)  + Na(O(t)) 
- g(t, p(t, u(t)),p(O(t), u(O(t)))) - Mp(t,  u(t)) - Np(O(t), u(O(t))) 
< M(p(t, u(t)) - a(t)) + N(p(O(t), u(O(t))) - a(O(t))) + Ma(t )  
+ Na(O(t)) - Mp(t, u(t)) - Np(O(t), u(O(t))) = O. 
Then, using (H3) and applying Theorem 3.1, we have that m < 0 on I. 
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CASE 2. a(0) > a(T).  In this case, m(0) = a(0) - u(0) > a(T)  - u(T) = m(T)  and using (H1) 
and (H2), 
m'(t) + Mm(t )  + Nm(O(t)) + Mt  + NO(t) + 1 T ' (m(0) - re(T)) 
Mt  + NS(t)  + 1 
= a'(t) + Ms( t )  + Na(O(t)) + 
- u'(t) - Mu(t )  - Nu(O(t)) 
T 
(a (0 )  - 
< g(t, a(t), a(O(t))) + Ma( t )  + Na(O(t)) - g(t,p(t, u(t)),p(O(t), u(O(t)))) 
- Mp(t,  u(t)) - Np(O(t), u(O(t))) 
< M(p(t,  u(t)) - a(t)) + N(p(O(t), u(O(t))) - a(0(t))) + Ma(t )  
+ Na(O(t)) - Mp(t,  u(t)) - Np(O(t), u(O(t))) = O. 
From (H3) and using Theorem 3.2, we obtain m <_ 0. This proves that a _< u. The proof of 
u _< ~ is analogous. It remains to demonstrate that (13) possesses at least one solution. We 
define the contifiuous and compact operator 
where 
B: C( I )  - -~ C( I ) ,  
U ~ ]JU, 
// [Bu l ( t )  = a(t, s)Z (s) ds, 
Zu(t) = Fu(t) - Nu(O(t)). 
The set of solutions of (13) coincides with the set of fixed points of B. 
Let u > 0 such that la(t)l _< v, I~(t)l < v, t e I ,  and consider the compact set 
D = { ( t ,x ,y)  • R3: t • I, a(t) < x < 13(t), a(O(t)) < y </3(0(t))}.  
We can choose k > 0 such that Ig(t,x,y)l < k, (t,x,y) • D since g is continuous. For A • (0, 1), 
we see that any solution of 
u = ABu 
satisfies 
f0 T HuH = A]]Bu]] < Asup[k + (M+N)u+N]]u] ] ]  G( t , s )ds  
tEI  
1 < k+(M+N)u  
<_ A [ k + ( M + N)u  + Y]]u]] ] -~  _ M 
Then, we have the following estimate: 
I1 11 < 
k + (M + N)u  
M-N 
N 
since 0 < N < M. By Schaefer's theorem we can conclude that 13 has at least a fixed point which 
is a solution of (13). Such a solution lies between a and/~ and, consequently, is a solution of (2). 
This completes the proof. 
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5. MONOTONE METHOD 
We shall denote [a, f] = {u E C( I )  [a(t) < u <_ f(t),  t E I}. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that g E C( I  x R 2, R) and that (HI) is satisfied. Moreover, assume that 
M,  N >_ 0 and 
(Us) g( t ,x ,y )  - g ( t ,u ,v )  >_ - i (x  - u ) -  N(y  - v) for every t E I, a(t)  <_ u <_ x <_ f ( t ) ,  
a(~(t)) <_ v <_ y <_ f(~(t)), 
at2d that (H3) and (I-t4) hold. Then there exist monotone sequences {an} T p, {fin} ~ ")' uniformly 
on I with ao = a <_ an <_ an <_ fo = f for every n E N. Here p, "y are, respectively~ the minimal 
and maximal solutions of problem (2) in [a, f], that is, if u is a solution of (2) on [a, ~3], then 
u • [p, 
PROOF. For each 7/• C( I ) ,  a <_ ~ <_ f on I, consider problem (12) with an(t ) = g(t, 71(t), ~(O(t))) 
+ M~?(t) + Y~(O(t)),  that is, 
u'(t) + Mu( t )  + Nu(O(t)) = an(t ), t E I, 
(14) 
u(O) = u(T).  
Define 
[a, f] [a, f], 
~/---~ A~/= u, 
where AT/ = u is the unique solution of problem (14). Note that this problem has exactly one 
solution since Condition (Hd) holds. Now, we shall prove that ..4 is well defined by showing that 
a < At /= u <_ f .  Set m = a - u E C 1(I) and distinguish two cases. 
CASE 1. a(0) ~_ a(T) .  Using (H1) and (Hh), we have 
and 
m(O) = a(O) - u(O) <_ a(T)  - u(T)  = m(T)  
m'(t)  + Mm(t )  + Nm(t~(t)) = a'(t) + Ma( t )  + Na(~9(t)) - u'(t) - Mu( t )  - Nu(O(t)) 
<_ g(t, a(t), a(O(t))) + Ma( t )  + Na(O(t))  
- g ( t ,  ~l(t) ,  ~(O(t ) ) )  - M~l( t )  - N~(O( t ) )  
< M(rl(t) - a(t))  + N(rl(O(t)) - a(tg(t))) 
+ Ma( t )  + Na(O(t)) - M~(t)  - NTI(O(t)) = O. 
From (H3) and using Theorem 3.1, we obtain m _< 0. 
CASE 2. a(0) ~> a(T). From (HI) and (Hh), we see that 
re(O) = a(O) - u(O) > a(T)  - u(T)  = re(T). 
On the other hand, 
m'(t)  + Mm(t )  + Nm(O(t))  + 
Mt  + NO(t) -4- 1 
T (m(0) - m(T) )  
Mt  + NO(t) + 1 
a'(t) -~ Ma( t )  + Na(O(t))  + 
T 
- u'(t) - Mu( t )  - Nu(O(t)) 
g(t, a(t) ,  a(O(t))) + Ma( t )  + ga(o( t ) )  
- g ( t ,  77(t), ~(O( t ) ) )  - M~l ( t )  - N~?(O( t ) )  
M(~(t)  - a(t))  + N(7?(O(t)) - a(O(t))) 
+ Ua( t )  + na(o( t ) )  - U~( t )  - N~l(O(t)) = O. 
< 
<_ 
Taking into account (H3) and Theorem 3.2, we obtain m _< 0. 
(a (0 )  - a (T ) )  
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Then, a < u. An analogous reasoning shows that u _</3. Thus, A is well defined. 
Next, we prove that A is monotone increasing. If a _< 71 _< 72 _</3, then Ul = ,471 _< ,A72 = u2. 
Indeed, let m = Ul - u2. Note that ui, i = 1, 2 is the unique solution of the problem 
u~(t) + Mu~(t) + Nui(O(t)) = an, (t), t e I, 
= 
We have that 
rrt(0) ---- U l (0)  -- u2(0)  = U l (T )  - u2(T) = re(T) ,  
and, using (Hs), 
m' (t) + Mm(t )  + Nm(O(t)  ) = u~ (t) q- Mu l  (t) + gu l  ( O(t) ) -- Ut2($) -- Mu2(t)  - gu2(0(t))  
= g(t, 71(t), 71(O(t))) + M71(t)  + N71(O(t)) 
-- g(t, 72(t), 72(0(t))) -- M72(t)  - N72(O(t) 
< MO?2(t) - 71(t)) + N(72(O(t)) - 71(0(t))) 
+ M71(t)  + N71(O(t)) - M72(t)  - N~2(O(t)) = O. 
Now, Condition (H3) and Theorem 3.1 yield to m _< 0 on I (Ul _< u2 on I). Define the sequences 
{an}, {/3n} as follows: 
a0 =a,  /30 =/3, 
an+l = Aan, /3n+l = A/3n, n>_0. 
Since ,4 is monotone, the sequences verify that 
a =ao_<al  __ ' " _<an <Z.  < ' - "  </32 --</31 ----/3O =/3. 
One can demonstrate that an -< /3n by induction since a _</3. Just apply Theorem 3.1 to the 
function m = an - /3n,  provided that an-1 _< /3n-1. Then, the sequence {an} is increasing, 
and an(t)  <_ /3(t), for all t E I. Thus, there exists limn-~oo an(t)  = p(t) for every t E I. The 
convergence {an } T P is uniform on I since, by the definition of an, the sequence {an } is bounded 
in CI( I ) .  Similarly, we get {/3n} ~ 7 uniformly on I. 
Passing to the limit when n --* oo, from a < an _</3n --< /3, we get that a < p < 7 -</3. Using 
the integral representation for an and passing to the limit when n ~ oo, it is readily seen that p 
is actually a solution of (2). If we argue similarly for the sequence {/3n}, we obtain that 7 is also a 
solution of (2). Finally, to show that p and 7 are extremal solutions on [a,/3], let u be a solution 
of (2) with a < u </3. Hence, a0 _< u </30 and, by induction, we obtain that an _< u _< /3n, 
provided that an-1 _< u < /3n-1 holds. Now, let n ~ c~ in ttie expression an <_ u <_ /3n, to 
achieve p <: u < 7 on I. 
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